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each mode of light can be described by a 

quantum harmonic oscillator 
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Multimode quantum optics

Discrete variables encoding

0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 
Continuous variables encoding

𝑥$ ∈ 	ℛ	

｜𝜓	)= ｜𝜓	)=

1
2�

|0⟩/|1⟩0 + |1⟩/ |0⟩0 ｜𝜓	)=｜𝜓	)=

superposition

entanglement: quantum correlations

“any” operation

universal gate set

“any” operation  -> any unitary (Hamiltonian) evolution 

universal  unitary (Hamiltonian) set

Implementation in optics
Hard to do2-photon gate cubic  gate

non – Gaussian

Quantum information
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entanglement: quantum correlations

Implementation in optics
Hard to do2-photon gate cubic  gate

non – Gaussian

Real advantage over classical
Need of many photons Need of many quantum modes

Probabilistic but higher fidelity Deterministic but lower fidelity

And not speaking about error correction

Quantum information



Multimode quantum optics

Continuous variables encoding

𝑥$ ∈ 	ℛ	

｜𝜓	)=

｜𝜓	)=

superposition

entanglement: quantum correlations

Real advantage over classical
Need of many quantum modes

Good  platform for

Different colours =
different modes= different NODES

𝜒3

Deterministic generation of many quantum modes

Quantum information



Quantum Complex Networks

regular random

complex networks

real world networks
Metabolic reactionSocial networks Internet

Classified  via  statistical properties: probability distribution of the number of links

corresponding functionalities (selection, resilience) 

Emergent behavior (small world, community structures) 



Quantum Complex Networks

regular random

quantum
complex networks

quantum systems

physical interaction
or entanglement links

in quantum technologies
simulate behaviors of  complex and/or 

quantum natural phenomena  

e.g. quantum transport

complex structure for optimized 
communication and information protocols

e.g. quantum internet

LEARN CONTROL

COQCOoN
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CV Quantum Complex Networks

Nodes are frequency/temporal modes of e.m. field 

𝜆 𝜆 …..

§ Implementation of edges as continuous 
variables entanglement links

HOW?

Quantum frequency comb



Optical frequency comb + quantum optics 

Femtosecond mode-locked  laser -> Huge number of modes (~ 106  frequencies)

time frequency

Quantum frequency comb



Optical frequency comb + quantum optics 

time frequency
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Quantum frequency comb



Optical frequency comb + quantum optics 

time frequency

~!p = ~!s + ~!i

Parametric process

~!p = ~!s + ~!i~!p = ~!s + ~!i=

xs

ps

Variance of p < shot noise 
squeezed states

Quantum frequency comb



Optical frequency comb + quantum optics 

time frequency

~!p = ~!s + ~!i

Parametric process

~!p = ~!s + ~!i~!p = ~!s + ~!i≠
signal

dler

xs

ps

pi

xi 

Quadrature entangled states

xs et xi correlated
ps et pi anti-correlated 

Quantum frequency comb



Optical frequency comb + quantum optics 

time frequency

~!p = ~!s + ~!i

Parametric process

~!p = ~!s + ~!i~!p = ~!s + ~!i≠
signal

dler

xs

ps

pi

xi 

Quantum frequency comb

entangled

Signal

Idler

∞ Signal

Idler

≡
Signal Idler

Two output channels =2 modes=2 NODES 

Network building block

∞



Optical frequency comb + quantum optics 

Synchronously pumped OPO
Pump : 200fs

80Mhz rep rate
400nm

?

Quantum frequency comb
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Optical frequency comb + quantum optics 

Synchronously pumped OPO
Pump : 200fs

80Mhz rep rate
400nm

~!p = ~!s + ~!i

~!p = ~!s + ~!i~!p = ~!s + ~!i,~!p = ~!s + ~!i
Parametric process

𝜒(3)

?

1  2   3  4   5  6   7  8  9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

Non-trivial entanglement structure
(quadratures entanglement)

Quantum frequency comb
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Shaping in Local oscillator
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Characterization 1: pulse shaping
Characterization  :    mode-selective homodyne detection

Shaping in Local oscillator

Multimode Quantum Resource
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Characterization 2: multi-pixel 
Characterization  :    multi-mode homodyne detection

Shaping in Local oscillator

Multimode Quantum Resource

D
iff

er
en

ce

Diode array

Multi-Pixel Homodyne Detection
Frequency-resolved detection
Simultaneous Detection

Microlens
array



Characterization: covariance matrix
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Eigenmodes

• Independent Squeezers
• Unique temporal / spectral pulse 

shapes

Diagonalization -4.6dB

-3.5dB

-1.7dB

-1.5dB

-0.8dB

-0.5dB

Wavelength

Spectrum Noise level Pulse shape

. .
 . 

 

J. Roslund, R. Medeiros, S. Jiang, 
C. Fabre and N. Treps, 
Nature Photonics 8, 109–112 (2014)
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Bloch-Messiah decomposition

multimode quantum 
Gaussian ressource =
Squeezed modes +
basis change

�⃗� = (𝑎=, 𝑎3,… , 𝑎@).
collection of input modes 

Bloch-Messiah reduction

squeezing

basis change

{𝒒, 𝒑} = (𝑞=, 𝑞3,… , 𝑞@,𝑝=, 𝑝3, … 𝑝@).

𝑺 = 𝑅=GΔ𝑅3
𝒒IJK
𝒑IJK

= 𝑺
𝒒$L
𝒑$L

S symplectic transformation



Bloch-Messiah decomposition

multimode quantum 
Gaussian ressource =
Squeezed modes +
basis change

�⃗� = (𝑎=, 𝑎3,… , 𝑎@).
collection of input modes 

Bloch-Messiah reduction

squeezing

basis change

{𝒒, 𝒑} = (𝑞=, 𝑞3,… , 𝑞@,𝑝=, 𝑝3, … 𝑝@).

𝑺 = 𝑅=GΔ𝑅3
𝒒IJK
𝒑IJK

= 𝑺
𝒒$L
𝒑$L

input modes in vacuum -> discard  𝑅3



Bloch-Messiah decomposition

multimode quantum 
Gaussian ressource =
Squeezed modes +
basis change

Bloch-Messiah reduction

squeezing

basis change

𝑺 = 𝑅=GΔ𝑅3
𝒒IJK
𝒑IJK

= 𝑺
𝒒$L
𝒑$L

𝒒IJK
𝒑IJK

= 𝑅=GΔ
𝒒$L
𝒑$L

multipartite entanglement
in frequency-pixel basis

squeezing in the 
supermodes basis

0.0

0.5

1.0



Cluster states

Controlling B-M 𝒒MNJOKPQ
𝒑MNJOKPQ

= 𝑅=GΔ
𝒒$L
𝒑$L

Collection of N infinitely p-squeezed states (modes)
multimode Gaussian state
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Controlling B-M
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𝒒MNJOKPQ
𝒑MNJOKPQ

= 𝑅=GΔ
𝒒$L
𝒑$L

Control on R=S
(basis change)
via mode-selective
homodyne 

G. Ferrini et al, New J Phys 15, 
093015 (2013)
G. Ferrini et al., PRA 94, 
062332 (2016)

Collection of N infinitely p-squeezed states (modes)
multimode Gaussian state



Cluster states

Collection of N infinitely p-squeezed states (modes)

Controlling B-M

multimode Gaussian state

𝒒MNJOKPQ
𝒑MNJOKPQ

= 𝑅=GΔ
𝒒$L
𝒑$L

Cluster states simulation in the current setup

J. Roslund et al Nat. Phot 2014
Y Cai, J Roslund, G Ferrini, F Arzani, X Xu, C Fabre, N Treps Nature Communications 8, (2017)



Experimental Cluster states

Cluster states simulation in the current setup

Chen et al PRL (2014)
60 entangled frequecny modes 

J. Roslund et al Nat. Phot 2014
Y Cai, J Roslund, G Ferrini, F Arzani, X Xu, C Fabre, N Treps Nature Communications 8, (2017)



Experimental Cluster states

Cluster states simulation in the current setup

Yokoyama et al Nat. Phot. 2013
Yoshikawa at ale.
APL Photonics 1, 060801 (2016)

J. Roslund et al Nat. Phot 2014
Y Cai, J Roslund, G Ferrini, F Arzani, X Xu, C Fabre, N Treps Nature Communications 8, (2017)

10^6  entangled temporal  modes 



Experimental Cluster states

Cluster states simulation in the current setup

J. Roslund et al Nat. Phot 2014
Y Cai, J Roslund, G Ferrini, F Arzani, X Xu, C Fabre, N Treps Nature Communications 8, (2017)

Science 366, 373 (2019)
Furusawa group



Cluster states with complex networks shape

Controlling B-M
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𝒒MNJOKPQ
𝒑MNJOKPQ

= 𝑅=GΔ
𝒒$L
𝒑$L

Control on R=S
(basis change)
via mode-selective
homodyne 

G. Ferrini et al, New J Phys 15, 
093015 (2013)
G. Ferrini et al., PRA 94, 
062332 (2016)



Cluster states with complex networks shape

Motivation ->   quantum routing in CV networks with shapes       
similar to classical networks (internet) 



Cluster states with complex networks shape

Motivation ->   quantum routing in CV networks with shapes       
similar to classical networks (internet) 

Theoretical characterization

F. Sansavini, V. Parigi, submitted  

Graph with higher connectivity (density) are easier to 
optimize  

Not denseDense
Barabasi Albert Erdos- Renyi

Complex networks models
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Cluster states with complex networks shape

Motivation ->   quantum routing in CV networks with shapes       
similar to classical networks (internet) 

Theoretical characterization

F. Sansavini, V. Parigi, submitted  

Graph with higher connectivity (density) are easier to 
optimize  

Regular easier to optimize  
Complex networks models

Watts- Strogatz



• for studying entanglement percolation/ concentration  and quantum routing 
in continuous variables networks  

• for studying resilient  continuous variable quantum computing protocols in 
complex networks

quality
average 

number of links

quality

regular

random

Cluster states with complex networks shape



Cluster states with complex networks shape

Motivation ->   quantum routing in CV networks with shapes       
similar to classical networks (internet) 

Theoretical characterization

F. Sansavini, V. Parigi, submitted  

Graph with higher connectivity (density) are easier to 
optimize  

Regular easier to optimize  

work in progress for larger complex shapes

Routing/concentration via linear optics
results for some regular shapes 



Cluster states with complex networks shape

Motivation ->   quantum routing in CV networks with shapes       
similar to classical networks (internet) 

Theoretical characterization

F. Sansavini, V. Parigi, submitted  

Graph with higher connectivity (density) are easier to 
optimize  

Regular easier to optimize  

work in progress for larger complex shapes

Routing/concentration via linear optics
results for some regular shapes 

see poster of F. Sansavini
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Emulation of networks of physical interactions

Nodes are frequency/temporal modes of e.m. field 

𝜆 𝜆 …..

§ Implementation of edges as continuous 
variables entanglement links

§ Emulation of edges as physical (spring 
like) coupling + initialization of  nodes in 
quantum states 

J. Nokkala, F. Arzani, F. Galve, R. Zambrini, S. Maniscalco, J. Piilo, N. Treps, V. Parigi, New Journal of Physics 20, 053024 (2018)

Collaboration 

J. Piilo S. Maniscalco R Zambrini



§ Emulation of edges as physical (spring 
like) coupling + initialization of  nodes in 
quantum states 

J. Nokkala, F. Arzani, F. Galve, R. Zambrini, S. Maniscalco, J. Piilo, N. Treps, V. Parigi, New Journal of Physics 20, 053024 (2018)

Dynamics of spring-like interacting harmonic oscillators corresponds to symplectic transformations

Emulation of networks of physical interactions



§ Emulation of edges as physical (spring 
like) coupling + initialization of  nodes in 
quantum states 

J. Nokkala, F. Arzani, F. Galve, R. Zambrini, S. Maniscalco, J. Piilo, N. Treps, V. Parigi, New Journal of Physics 20, 053024 (2018)
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Dynamics of spring-like interacting harmonic oscillators corresponds to symplectic transformations

Emulation of networks of physical interactions



§ Emulation of edges as physical (spring 
like) coupling + initialization of  nodes in 
quantum states 

J. Nokkala, F. Arzani, F. Galve, R. Zambrini, S. Maniscalco, J. Piilo, N. Treps, V. Parigi, New Journal of Physics 20, 053024 (2018)

Dynamics of spring-like interacting harmonic oscillators corresponds to symplectic transformations

=

mapping with the parametric process

time

Emulation of networks of physical interactions



§ Emulation of edges as physical (spring 
like) coupling + initialization of  nodes in 
quantum states 

J. Nokkala, F. Arzani, F. Galve, R. Zambrini, S. Maniscalco, J. Piilo, N. Treps, V. Parigi, New Journal of Physics 20, 053024 (2018)

𝜒3

parametric interaction

LO

optical frequency comb
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Dynamics of spring-like interacting harmonic oscillators corresponds to symplectic transformations

=

mapping with the parametric process

given time

=

=

=

Emulation of networks of physical interactions



§ Emulation of edges as physical (spring 
like) coupling + initialization of  nodes in 
quantum states 

J. Nokkala, F. Arzani, F. Galve, R. Zambrini, S. Maniscalco, J. Piilo, N. Treps, V. Parigi, New Journal of Physics 20, 053024 (2018)

𝜒3

parametric interaction

LO

optical frequency comb

D
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=

mapping with the parametric process

shaping the pump 

Dynamics of spring-like interacting harmonic oscillators corresponds to symplectic transformations

given time

=

=

=

Emulation of networks of physical interactions



§ Emulation of edges as physical (spring 
like) coupling + initialization of  nodes in 
quantum states 

J. Nokkala, F. Arzani, F. Galve, R. Zambrini, S. Maniscalco, J. Piilo, N. Treps, V. Parigi, New Journal of Physics 20, 053024 (2018)

𝜒3

parametric interaction

LO

optical frequency comb

D
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=

mapping with the parametric process

choosing the basis

Dynamics of spring-like interacting harmonic oscillators corresponds to symplectic transformations

given time

=

=

=

Emulation of networks of physical interactions



J. Nokkala, F. Arzani, F. Galve, R. Zambrini, S. Maniscalco, J. Piilo, N. Treps, V. Parigi, New Journal of Physics 20, 053024 (2018)

Simulation of structured  quantum environment

environment

quantum 
system

spectral density of environmental coupling
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Barabasi-Albert network
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Simulation of quantum environments 



J. Nokkala, F. Arzani, F. Galve, R. Zambrini, S. Maniscalco, J. Piilo, N. Treps, V. Parigi, New Journal of Physics 20, 053024 (2018)

Simulation of structured  quantum environment

environment

quantum 
system

spectral density of environmental coupling
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J.W. Scannell et al Cerebral Cortex 9(3),  277-299 (1999).

Simulation of quantum environments 



J. Nokkala, F. Arzani, F. Galve, R. Zambrini, S. Maniscalco, J. Piilo, N. Treps, V. Parigi, New Journal of Physics 20, 053024 (2018)

Simulation of structured  quantum environment

environment

quantum 
system

spectral density of environmental coupling
Barabasi-Albert network

environment

quantum 
system

Watts- Strogatz small world network

quantum 
systemenvironment

J.W. Scannell et al Cerebral Cortex 9(3),  277-299 (1999).

Experiment in progress:
• Looking for Markovian/Non-Markovian 

environments
• Looking for general probing of quantum 

complex networks topology

Simulation of quantum environments 
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CV Quantum Complex Networks

Nodes are frequency/temporal modes of e.m. field 

𝜆 𝜆 …..

§ Implementation of edges as continuous 
variables entanglement links

§ Emulation of edges as physical (spring 
like) coupling + initialization of  nodes in 
quantum states 



CV Quantum Complex Networks

Nodes are frequency/temporal modes of e.m. field 

𝜆 𝜆 …..

§ Implementation of edges as continuous 
variables entanglement links

§ Emulation of edges as physical (spring 
like) coupling + initialization of  nodes in 
quantum states 

Deterministic Gaussian



CV Quantum Complex Networks

Nodes are frequency/temporal modes of e.m. field 

𝜆 𝜆 …..

§ Implementation of edges as continuous 
variables entanglement links

§ Emulation of edges as physical (spring 
like) coupling + initialization of  nodes in 
quantum states 

Deterministic Gaussian

+
Probabilistic

§ coherent mode-dependent single-photon 
subtraction

Non-Gaussian



1 2 3

|↵1,↵2, . . .i / (↵1â1 + ↵2â2 + . . .)| si

Signal

Gate

M. Walschaers, C.Fabre, V. Parigi, and N. Treps Phys. Rev. Lett. 119, 183601 (2017)
Y.-S. Ra,A. Dufour, M. Walschaers,C. Jacquard,T. Michel,C. Fabre, N. Treps, arXiv:1901.10939

Coherent mode-dependent subtraction 



1 2 3

Gate

Experimental data!

M. Walschaers, C.Fabre, V. Parigi, and N. Treps Phys. Rev. Lett. 119, 183601 (2017)
Y.-S. Ra,A. Dufour, M. Walschaers,C. Jacquard,T. Michel,C. Fabre, N. Treps, accepted Nat. Phys.

Coherent mode-dependent subtraction 
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Gate

Experimental data!

-1 ph

M. Walschaers, C.Fabre, V. Parigi, and N. Treps Phys. Rev. Lett. 119, 183601 (2017)

Coherent mode-dependent subtraction 

Y.-S. Ra,A. Dufour, M. Walschaers,C. Jacquard,T. Michel,C. Fabre, N. Treps, accepted Nat. Phys.



Coherent mode-dependent subtraction 

1 2 3
Signal

Gate

M. Walschaers, C.Fabre, V. Parigi, and N. Treps Phys. Rev. Lett. 119, 183601 (2017)

Experimental data!

-1 ph

Y.-S. Ra,A. Dufour, M. Walschaers,C. Jacquard,T. Michel,C. Fabre, N. Treps, accepted Nat. Phys.



1 2 3
Signal

Gate

Experimental data!

-1 ph

M. Walschaers, C.Fabre, V. Parigi, and N. Treps Phys. Rev. Lett. 119, 183601 (2017)

Coherent mode-dependent subtraction 

Y.-S. Ra,A. Dufour, M. Walschaers,C. Jacquard,T. Michel,C. Fabre, N. Treps, accepted Nat. Phys.



-1 ph

−0.344𝜄 −0.342𝜄

+0.531𝜄 +0.650𝜄 𝐻𝐺_

k=3 -> Gaussian

the most affected!

M. Walschaers, S. Sarkar, V. Parigi, and N.Treps, PRL121, 220501 (2018) 
M. Walschaers, C.Fabre, V. Parigi, and N.Treps PRL 119, 183601 (2017)

Coherent mode-dependent subtraction 



-1 ph

−0.344𝜄 −0.342𝜄

+0.531𝜄 +0.650𝜄 𝐻𝐺_

k=3 -> Gaussian

the most affected!

Consistent with theory

M. Walschaers, S. Sarkar, V. Parigi, and N.Treps, PRL121, 220501 (2018) 
M. Walschaers, C.Fabre, V. Parigi, and N.Treps PRL 119, 183601 (2017)

Coherent mode-dependent subtraction 



M. Walschaers, S. Sarkar, V. Parigi, and N.Treps, PRL121, 220501 (2018) 
M. Walschaers, C.Fabre, V. Parigi, and N.Treps PRL 119, 183601 (2017)

Non-Gaussian operations

If many photon addition/subtraction the quantum properties of the states
are not easy to classify

Hardness of CV sampling proved in this scenario
U. Chabaud, T. Douce, D. Markham, P. van Loock, E. Kashefi, 
and G. Ferrini Phys. Rev. A 96, 062307 (2017)



M. Walschaers, S. Sarkar, V. Parigi, and N.Treps, PRL121, 220501 (2018) 
M. Walschaers, C.Fabre, V. Parigi, and N.Treps PRL 119, 183601 (2017)

Non-Gaussian operations

If many photon addition/subtraction the quantum properties of the states
are not easy to classify

Density = < 𝑘$ >

Heterogeneity 
~	∑ (𝑘$−< 𝑘$ >)3�

$

Clustering
~#triangles(     )/
#triplet (     )

𝛽M ∝

Gao et al. Nature 307 (2016)

Density, 
Heterogeneity

𝛽M

Numbers of 
individuals 

Network of interacting species

Environmental changes

resilience parameter

complex network measures for classical networks



M. Walschaers, S. Sarkar, V. Parigi, and N.Treps, PRL121, 220501 (2018) 
M. Walschaers, C.Fabre, V. Parigi, and N.Treps PRL 119, 183601 (2017)

Non-Gaussian operations

If many photon addition/subtraction the quantum properties of the states
are not easy to classify

Collaboration with L. Carr
Colorado School of Mines

PRL 119, 225301 (2017)

Density = < 𝑘$ >

Heterogeneity 
~	∑ (𝑘$−< 𝑘$ >)3�

$

Clustering
~#triangles(     )/
#triplet (     )

Use complex network measures for the 
mutual information network in the 

multimode state



Non-Gaussian operations

Use complex network measures for the 
number-correlation network in the 

multimode state

Preliminary results after 10 photons subtraction from a random node

(𝑎h)=i

histogram degree 𝑘$

histogram clustering ~#triangles(     )/
#triplet (     )



Non-Gaussian operations

Use complex network measures for the 
number-correlation network in the 

multimode state

Preliminary results after 10 photons subtraction from the highest degree node

(𝑎h)=i

histogram clustering ~#triangles(     )/
#triplet (     )

histogram degree 𝑘$



CV Quantum Complex Networks

Nodes are frequency/temporal modes of e.m. field 

𝜆 𝜆 …..

§ Implementation of edges as continuous 
variables entanglement links

§ Emulation of edges as physical (spring 
like) coupling + initialization of  nodes in 
quantum states 

Deterministic Gaussian

+
Probabilistic

§ coherent mode-dependent single-photon 
subtraction

Non-Gaussian

Study of quantum advantage/transport
in CV complex networks



Thank you!

Kouadou Tiphaine
Single-Pass Generation of Spatially and 
Spectrally Multimode Squeezed States of Light 

Sansavini Francesca Complex entangled
networks: optimization and manipulation via linear
optics operations

Roeland Ganaël
Mode selective photon addition

Posters







Quantum frequency comb

𝜒3

At LKB
Y. Cai et al. Nature communications 8 (2017); 
J. Roslund, et al. Nature Photonics 8 (2014)

Non-linear optical process
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Quantum frequency comb

𝜒3

At LKB
Y. Cai et al. Nature communications 8 (2017); 
J. Roslund, et al. Nature Photonics 8 (2014)

Non-linear optical process

𝑞

𝑝

𝑞

𝑝

𝑞

𝑝

𝑞

𝑝

Measurement 
basis=

Linear optics

in out
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Cluster states



Quantum frequency comb

𝜒3

At LKB
Y. Cai et al. Nature communications 8 (2017); 
J. Roslund, et al. Nature Photonics 8 (2014)

Cluster statesCluster states
From regular to complex  

To study entanglement percolation/ concentration and quantum routing
like in classical complex networks



Quantum frequency comb

𝜒3

At LKB
Y. Cai et al. Nature communications 8 (2017); 
J. Roslund, et al. Nature Photonics 8 (2014)

Cluster statesCluster states
From regular to complex  

To study entanglement percolation/ concentration and quantum routing
like in classical complex networks

Some preliminary theoretical result

Graph with higher connectivity (density) are easier to 
optimize  

Not denseDense Barabasi Albert Erdos- Renyi

Complex networks models



Non-Gaussian operations

Use complex network measures for the 
number-correlation network in the 

multimode state

Recipe

• Build  a Cluster state of 100 nodes  with a given adjacency matrix (it could be 
complex)

• correlation matrix is defined as

• the correlation network has then the adjacency matrix defined as 

• Degree is defined as 

• Local clustering is,  k= node from which we subtract

• subtract photons from the node with highest degree and look at how degree and 
local clustering evolve 



Multimode quantum optics

each mode of light can be described by a 

quantum harmonic oscillator 

𝑞

𝑝

Discrete variables description Continuous variables description 

-10 -5 5 10

20

40

60

80

100

Distance from equilibrium

Energy

𝑞

Transition energy

photons



CV Quantum Complex Networks

COntinuous variables 
Quantum COmplexNetworks

COQCOoN

started in June 2019

http://www.lkb.upmc.fr/quantumoptics/quantum-complex-networks/
http://www.lkb.upmc.fr/quantumoptics/multimodequantumoptics/








